THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM: POLITICS AND POLICY INNOVATION

This paper is a review of a book pertaining to the performance of urban transportation systems in the United States. The writer applauds the authors for putting the situation into proper perspective. It is shown that the dollar cost of the system is just over $156 billion (1975), that transit carries 2.8 percent of urban passenger mileage (at about twice the cost per average trip as the private car). That rail transit is most often an energy loser, that conventional transit serves the elderly and the handicapped badly, if at all. In particular, the book's main finding is that not a lot of change or innovation is to be expected in urban transportation in the United States, which is a prospect that is not really all that bad. On the other hand, the writer criticizes the work on three accounts. In the first few pages, it is stated that transportation policy options will be ranked in terms of cost-effectiveness and political feasibility; but there is no discussion of what is meant by cost-effectiveness, and the definition of political feasibility is to ambiguous. Secondly, the writer points out that the standard economic analysis of congestion and pollution externalities on urban roads is missing. Finally, he faults the discussion of transportation and energy because the standard analysis of oil price controls is missing.
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An urban transportation system can be defined as the set of transport infrastructures and modes that support urban movements of passengers and freight. It generally expresses the level of accessibility[3]. Policy areas in the transportation system. The transportation system can be described as a market: a system with dynamic interaction between demand and supply[4]. In this interaction, implicit and explicit choices are made on both the demand and supply sides. These choices interact. The three markets and their relationships are depicted graphically below: Figure : System diagram for the policy domain transport and traffic[5]. Trip Market. In the trip market, the demand side consists of activities to be performed, whose location and time are as yet unknown. Government has to innovate on policy but has not done so. In the meantime, people are adopting services based on their individual cost-convenience trade-offs."22 The last several years have seen significant advances in: Trip planning and dynamic routing, including multimodal trip planning, wayfinding, freight routing, real-time traffic management, and data analytics. journey, not the city’s transportation system, and so do little to improve systemwide inefficiencies. The system can utilize such data to conduct predictive analytics, modeling out system capacity and utilization under a variety of conditions (peak traffic or a major sporting event, for example).